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Labour and Democracy

Abstract: Democracy has always been a central project of labour law, but it is all the more important today, with authoritarianism on the rise and democracy under threat across the globe. This chapter examines the relationship between labour law and democracy. It explores the central tension between democracy and labour under capitalism; traces how ideas and arguments about workplace democracy have evolved over time; and explores the relationship between workplace democracy and political democracy, including how and when unions serve as a bulwark against authoritarianism. Ultimately, it argues that a critical task for labour law scholarship is to rethink the body of law to better serve the goals of workplace democracy, economic democracy, and political democracy.

What is the purpose of labour law? How should we evaluate, justify, and defend it? Scholars have offered a range of answers to these questions.1 Some ground labour law in the liberal values of autonomy, dignity, and human rights.2 Others argue labour law should advance human capabilities,3 or should take as its goal non-domination, consistent with republican theory;4 still others offer a Marxist account of freedom and non-domination as the basis for labour law, or for its ultimate eradication, along with that of capitalism.5

Without minimizing the importance of those normative goals, this chapter argues that a crucial organizing principle for labour law must be democracy: not only workplace democracy, but also democracy at the level of the economy and the society.6 Democracy has always been a central project of labour law, but it is
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all the more important today, with authoritarianism on the rise and democracy under threat across the globe.7

This chapter examines the relationship between labour law and democracy. It traces how ideas and arguments about workplace democracy have evolved over time and surveys the growth and decline of unions and relatedly, economic democracy, during the twentieth century. It also examines how and when unions contribute to political democracy, serving as a bulwark against authoritarianism. Ultimately, it argues that a critical task for labour law scholarship is to rethink the body of law to better serve the goal of democracy. To that end, it rejects suggestions from some observers that enhancing workers’ role in the political democracy can be cleaved from the project of economic democracy, or that either can be achieved without strong, democratic unions. While recognizing the profound challenge of achieving a labour law oriented around democracy in the context of financialized capitalism and frayed democratic institutions, it offers suggestions for future research and reform.

I. The Tension Between Democracy and Labour Under Capitalism

The basic idea of democracy is that people possess a right to govern themselves.8 Yet, this right of self-governance is in considerable tension with wage labour. Under the common law, the employment relationship provided the employer with the right to command the employee; to unilaterally set pay, conditions, and schedules; and to terminate the employment relationship at will, for any reason, including for no reason at all. Theoretically, the employee could bargain over terms, but individually most workers had no actual power to do so. The employee had the right to quit. Yet for many workers, dependent on their jobs for subsistence and survival, exit was not a viable option. Although contemporary law has limited the dictatorial power of the employer, the employment relationship remains one defined by the economically strong employer over the economically weak employee. Indeed, as Richard Hyman has written, ‘the dynamic of capitalism requires the employer to extract a surplus from the worker’s labour; and this entails a whole apparatus of coercion and control which transforms work itself into a sphere of inequality and unfreedom.’9

The late nineteenth century industrial revolution brought the contradiction between democracy and wage labour into sharp relief. The fall of indentured servitude and chattel slavery promised a new freedom and control over one’s own future, but that promise was soon cruelly denied to former slaves under Jim Crow and colonialism.10 Meanwhile, working-class women increasingly laboured outside of the home under deeply undemocratic conditions, while still performing
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extensive unpaid household labour. And for white males—especially former small producers and artisans—industrialization meant a loss of control over daily life.

Against this background, worker movements in both the United States and Europe came to describe wage labour as a form of bondage, even ‘the very essence of slavery.’ Corporations, they argued, were the functional equivalent of monarchs. As Terrence Powderly, the leader of the Knights of Labour, argued in a famous 1890 speech: ‘One hundred years ago we had one king of limited powers. . . . Now we have a hundred kings, uncrowned ones, it is true, but monarchs of unlimited power, for they rule through the wealth they possess.’

The labour movement of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century struggled to displace this despotic power with democracy. Unions’ ideas about how to achieve their vision were heterogenous: some eschewed engagement with politics, others embraced it; some organized at the level of the craft, others industrially or even internationally; some engaged workers of all races and genders in their struggle, others sought democratic rights only for white men. Yet, they all sought to reduce authoritarian control over workers’ lives, and they understood labour organization to be central to that goal.

Scholars of the era, too, objected to the antidemocratic conditions that characterized most of people’s waking lives. They conceived of labour law as a corrective to private law; and they used the framework of democracy to urge an embrace of unions and a new system of industrial relations that would give working people real power over the political economy. In 1897, British scholars Sidney and Beatrice Webb published their classic work, Industrial Democracy, arguing that unions were a necessary element in a democratic state. In the Webbs’ view, the absence of democracy in industrial relations left the majority of the population unemancipated. Democratic industrial relations required worker organizations that were internally democratic and that could exercise collective
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control over the workplace and industry. Writing a little over a decade later, the father of German labour law, Hugo Sinzheimer, pressed the idea of economic democracy as necessary to political democracy, arguing that the state must take affirmative steps to regulate the economy for the benefit of workers, while also empowering workers, and their trade unions, to exercise democratic control at work.

II. The Rise and Fall of ‘Industrial’ Democracy

Ultimately, after years of labour strife, and with the threat of communism looming, industrialized democracies developed labour law systems to reduce the core conflict between the promise of self-governance and the autocratic nature of work. The shape of the regimes varied. In the United States, the Great Depression forced a settlement, when, under the leadership of President Roosevelt, Congress enacted the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA). It guaranteed the right of workers to organize, bargain collectively, and strike. Senator Wagner, who was the driving force behind the NLRA, hoped the law would guarantee democratic choice and real equality between the employer and employee. Once enacted, the statute helped facilitate a rapid rise in unionization, with over one third of Americans joining a union by the 1950s. Yet the statute also contained numerous weaknesses that undermined its democratic promise. For example, it excluded vast numbers of workers employed in agriculture and domestic work, the majority of whom were people of color and women, and it failed to require industrial or sectoral bargaining, or to establish an automatic system for worker voice at each workplace. Instead, the law embraced a ‘voluntaristic’, enterprise-based approach. Especially after the 1947 Taft-Hartley Amendments, U.S. labour law limited unions’ ability to exert economic pressure and protected employers’ ability to oppose workplace democracy and campaign aggressively against unionization.

The labour law systems in Europe got closer to workers’ aspirations for industrial democracy. After 1945, European countries instituted both workplace democracy and higher-level economic democracy, albeit through a range of

approaches in different countries. Reforms included state intervention enabling 
establishing works councils, enterprise committees, or other consultative rights at 
the worksite; limits on employers’ authority to discipline workers; representation 
of workers on corporate boards; support for trade unions and systems of mandatory 
sectoral and industrial bargaining; and regimes that positioned unions as social 
partners to negotiate broad social benefits. The 1960s saw an expansion of those 
rights in some countries.

Yet, even the countries that established the strongest systems of industrial 
democracy fell short of workers’ aspirations. For example, most provided workers 
the right to negotiate about decisions at work only after key decisions on 
investment and product strategy had already taken place.

Still, despite their limitations, the post-war legal regimes helped facilitate 
unionization and made the experience of work less autocratic, at least for those 
workers who were in industries with significant union density. They also gave rise 
to a period of relative economic equality in industrialized countries, during which 
democracy functioned reasonably well, with governments broadly responsive to 
workers’ interests. Trade unions provided a countervailing force in politics to 
organized business groups. Unions not only raised wages through collective 
bargaining, but they fought for higher statutory minimums, safer workplaces, anti-
discrimination laws, healthcare, and other social benefits. In short, through their 
unions, workers exercised more power in the economy and politics. Despite 
unions’ limitations, no other organizations performed this role as effectively.

Over the course of the 1970s, ‘80s, and ‘90s, however, the picture 
transformed. Corporations, many already hostile to unions, faced increased 
domestic and international competition and pushed for higher profits, moving 
capital to lower-wage and non-union jurisdictions. They also ‘fissured’ by 
contracting out work to low-wage, nonunion subcontractors, shrinking the portion 
of their labour force that enjoyed full-time work, and vastly increasing their use of 
‘contingent’ workers, including part-time and temporary workers and independent 
contractors. Opposition to unionization became routine and overt, particularly in 
the United States, where the courts largely permitted employer de-unionization 
tactics and neither political party offered strong support of labour. In European 
countries, the attack on unions was less pervasive. Yet even in countries like 
Germany, workers’ collective power eroded. Works councils, for example, 
declined in number, and no longer bolstered broad union strategies. Instead,
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multinational companies forced them into concessionary bargaining or bypassed them altogether.\textsuperscript{27}

Collective bargaining rates plummeted, particularly in countries that lacked systems of sectoral bargaining, like the United States and the United Kingdom.\textsuperscript{26} Workers lost their primary mechanism for self-rule at work, leaving workplaces increasingly autocratic.\textsuperscript{29} Society also lost a critical equalizing institution. As unions declined, economic inequality soared, reaching its highest point in many countries since the early 20\textsuperscript{th} century.\textsuperscript{30}

### III. Labour and Political Democracy: Participation, Outcomes, Social Ties, and an Organized Force Against Authoritarianism

Today, the reality of labour once again sharply contrasts with democratic ideals, particularly for low-wage workers. Workplaces are characterized by autocratic power; workers have little influence over their wages, their schedules, their benefits, their patterns of work; they are often under surveillance or electronic monitoring, sometimes unable to take bathroom breaks, and have little ability to exit for a better alternative. For anyone fundamentally committed to democracy, the conclusion is inescapable: Labour law must be reimagined to bring the contemporary workplace, and economic life more generally, closer into line with democratic commitments.

But even for those committed only to political democracy, and ambivalent about the intrinsic value of workplace democracy, concern is warranted: The decline of workplace democracy has been devastating for political democracy. A significant and growing body of scholarship demonstrates that strong democratic unions are essential to democracy. Unions strengthen political democracy through several mechanisms: They increase rates of political participation among workers; they aggregate workers’ political voice in ways that produce more representative government and more redistributive policy; they strengthen social ties, serving as a bulwark against racial divisions on which authoritarianism and ethno-nationalism prey; and, historically, they have tended to lend support to democratic institutions and anti-authoritarian movements. In addition, by decreasing economic inequality, they limit one of the conditions that enables right-wing populists to thrive. Undoubtedly, as discussed below, unions do not always serve these democratic functions—but the evidence is overwhelming that they have particular capacity to do so.

First, consider the effect of unions on individual workers’ political participation. Substantial research has found a consistent, positive relationship
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between union membership and increased political participation.\textsuperscript{31} Union members are more likely to vote, protest, sign petitions, lobby, and join associations.\textsuperscript{32} These effects are strongest for individuals with low levels of education.\textsuperscript{33} High union rates in a community correlate with greater political participation among all working people. For example, the U.S. states with the highest unionization rates also have the highest rates of voter turnout, particularly among working-class voters.\textsuperscript{34} The same is true for European countries with higher levels of unionization rates.\textsuperscript{35} Notably, unions’ engagement in politics affects not only their own members, but non-union working-class citizens as well. For example, one study found that self-described working-class citizens and citizens of color—whether unionized or not—were far more likely to vote when unions ran dedicated political campaigns in their congressional districts.\textsuperscript{36}

Second, and related to their effects on political participation, unions produce more representative government and more redistributive policy outcomes. They serve as a countervailing force against the disproportionate power that wealthy corporations and elites exercise in politics, affecting the kinds of candidates that succeed and the public policies that prevail. As Martin Gilens and others have demonstrated, when the interests of the poor and the wealthy diverge, federal legislators show no responsiveness to the poor—except when working-people are organized.\textsuperscript{37} A recent U.S. study examined the causal effects of union strength on politics and policy by comparing Democratic vote share and voter turnout between counties in states that have enacted ‘right-to-work’ (RTW) laws, which weaken unions and decrease their funding, and neighboring counties in states that have no such laws.\textsuperscript{38} The authors found ‘consistent negative and significant relationships between the passage of RTW laws and Democratic electoral outcomes and Presidential election turnout across all specifications.’\textsuperscript{39} Other studies have found that U.S. states with high unionization rates tend to produce policy outcomes that are more consistent with the preferences of working-class people and less consistent with the preferences of the wealthy. In particular, they have more progressive systems of taxation and more generous social welfare
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programs.\textsuperscript{40} Similar findings exist at the national level: Countries with stronger labour movements tend to have more generous social benefits.\textsuperscript{41} In short, unions counter a democratic market failure created by the disproportionate power of the wealthy, which leads, in the absence of strong unions, to redistributive measures being weaker than what majorities would favor.

It should not be surprising therefore that the precipitous decline of unions has contributed to the declining influence of workers—and the growing influence of the wealthy—in politics. To be sure, other factors contribute as well, including campaign finance laws, restrictions on voting, and the changing shape of the media. But unions’ decline is a critical factor given the many mechanisms by which they engage in politics—educating workers about political issues, mobilizing them to participate in politics, contributing financially to political campaigns that support labour, and advocating for pro-worker policies.\textsuperscript{42}

Third, unions play a critical role in preventing and challenging authoritarian regimes. One way they do so is by serving as a bulwark against social division on which authoritarianism and ethno-nationalism prey.\textsuperscript{43} Recent empirical research suggests that union membership can reduce racial and ethnic resentment.\textsuperscript{44} Unions provide opportunities for people of different racial and ethnic identities to interact on a daily basis, undermining prejudice through exposure. Members work toward a common goal across racial and ethnic lines, promoting cooperation, enhancing respect and mutuality, and shifting ideas about intergroup competition.\textsuperscript{45} In addition, unions build social solidarity when they urge, and help bring about, broad social welfare reforms.\textsuperscript{46}

Unions also tend to give workers more faith in the possibility and promise of democracy. By involving workers in democratic practices both at work and in the political sphere and producing governmental outcomes more aligned with workers’ interests, they counteract citizens’ perception that government serves elites and is not responsive to ordinary people.\textsuperscript{47} Relatedly, strong trade unions, and in particular high collective bargaining rates, are one of the most effective ways to reduce economic inequality, which researchers have identified as a key threat to democracy.\textsuperscript{48}
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Finally, numerous examples from around the world demonstrate that labour movements often play a critical role in preventing, destabilizing, and dismantling authoritarian regimes.\textsuperscript{49} In particular, labour movements have been central to the politics of democratization in recent South American, African, and southern European transitions.\textsuperscript{50} Their ability to mobilize collective action, their normative commitment to democratic government, and their ability to propagate that message make them a potent force against authoritarianism. They have also helped to construct democratic regimes in the aftermath of authoritarianism, by increasing the legitimacy of new governments and investing in institution-building.\textsuperscript{51}

Not all unions, however, are equally supportive of democracy.\textsuperscript{52} Under some authoritarian regimes, trade unions have been allied with neo-populist parties or even have functioned as arms of the authoritarian state.\textsuperscript{53} Meanwhile, in many democracies, law enforcement unions have tended to support authoritarian and ethno-nationalist candidates and policies.\textsuperscript{54}

Moreover, as unions have become weaker, some have become less internally democratic.\textsuperscript{55} In order to maintain their efficacy in a hostile environment, they have pursued mergers of heterogeneous unions, increased centralization, and focused on leverage strategies and corporate campaigning, rather than worker collective action.\textsuperscript{56} While such tactics may be necessary for unions’ survival while under siege, they tend to reduce member engagement,\textsuperscript{57} as well as the cross-
identity collaboration that makes unions so valuable in resisting authoritarianism.\(^{58}\) They also reduce the unions’ credibility in advocating for democracy externally.\(^{59}\) Ultimately, the research suggests that unions better support political democracy when they embody democratic values internally.\(^{60}\)

Even among unions fully committed to democracy, not all are equally effective at playing a democratizing role. Indeed, for many, the ability to do so has waned over time. Neoliberalism has brought about changes in the structure of work that have weakened ties among workers and allowed employers to exercise more control and surveillance over employees. It has also resulted in weaker and smaller unions, which necessarily have less ability to provide workers the experience of democracy at work; engage workers in politics; serve as a counterweight to organized business and elite interests’ influence over government; create social solidarity; or reduce economic inequality.

Thus, in countries where neoliberalism has had the most destructive effect on unions and on the organization of work, right-wing movements have found fertile ground. They are increasingly taking the place of unions as the vehicle for workers’ opposition to the challenges they face, with white working-class voters, in particular, turning in some number to ethno-nationalist candidates.\(^{61}\) In contrast, in countries where unions have been able to maintain a stronger presence, right-wing populist movements have remained more minor actors.\(^{62}\)

**IV. A Labour Law for a Democratic Future**

In short, the connection between unions and democracy is well established. Yet, critical, indeed urgent, questions remain: How can we reconstruct the democratic role of unions in the contemporary fissured, globalized, and increasingly automated economy, and against the rising tide of ethno-nationalism and authoritarianism? Under these circumstances, how can labour law regimes facilitate both economic and political democracy, and, more specifically, strengthen unions’ ability to serve as a bulwark against authoritarianism?

Some have concluded that rebuilding strong, democratic trade unions is an impossibility given political opposition and the changed nature of work, at least in the near term. On this account, the more responsible or pragmatic approach is to pursue other forms of workplace voice and other forms of political voice for workers. Cynthia Estlund, for example explores ‘the question of what workplace democracy could mean in the twenty-first century, including for the great majority of private sector workers who are destined to remain without union representation,’ and she considers whether corporations might be ‘brought on board to supply part
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of what workers want and need as citizens of the workplace.’\textsuperscript{63} She urges corporations to develop new, collaborative forms of worker representation—much as many corporations have developed a norm of making workforce diversity a priority.\textsuperscript{64}

In a different vein, Benjamin Sachs has suggested that unions’ political role could be unbundled from their economic role, with potentially less resistance from business as a result.\textsuperscript{65} He suggests the possibility that law could facilitate ‘political unions’ of workers, which would engage in political activity but would be barred from collective bargaining.\textsuperscript{66} Meanwhile, several of us have urged new forms of worker voice in politics, including the possibility of tri-party industry committees or worker boards, which could serve some of the functions of sectoral bargaining by engaging workers and employers in setting standards in particular industries through administrative processes.\textsuperscript{67}

That legal scholars have turned toward these relatively modest reforms is understandable: The current political economy makes real workplace or economic democracy seem not only unachievable but almost inconceivable. Virtually no leading politicians or elected officials suggest that all workers should have a right of collective self-determination in their firms or that worker organizations should have significant power in setting the direction of the political economy. Indeed, pro-worker labour law reforms are largely stalled in national legislatures. Against that background, many have concluded that lesser forms of representation and voice are the best that can be hoped for.

Yet the preceding analysis of the connection between labour and democracy suggests that economic and political democracy cannot be unbundled—and that the goal of achieving either form of democracy cannot be abandoned without risking the other.

Consider the idea of corporate-supported forms of worker participation. Such approaches might give workers ‘voice,’ (and, proponents argue, may also exert some modest pressure toward greater equity on wages)—but voice without collective organization and without decisional power is unlikely to play any of the key democratic roles discussed above: to reduce economic inequality; to create social bonds through collective pursuit of a shared goal; to create independent,
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democratic organizations that engage workers in politics and bolsters democratic institutions; and so on. Rather, the existence of corporate-enabled ‘voice’ without an organization that can exercise real power over economic and political life could potentially contribute to further decline in confidence in democracy and increase the turn toward authoritarian ideologies. False hope about workers’ influence on the political economy could engender feelings of betrayal and resentment when voices are ignored and policies do not reflect workers’ needs.

Similarly, a system of political organizing that bars workers from collective bargaining is likely to be only minimally effective at advancing democratic aims. Such a system is posited on an unstable divide between the economic and political realms; it also has less chance of fostering social ties in service of a shared goal through daily workplace interactions or broader collective victories, and, relatedly, far less ability to reduce economic inequality.

Political processes that engage workers in government as co-regulators are more promising—but only if they are joined with efforts to build strong, democratic trade unions. The right to participate is valuable, but evidence suggests that workers are unlikely to use it without organization that facilitates their engagement. Moreover, participation rights that exist without a mechanism for the exercise of decisional power are unlikely to effectuate significant distributional change. Thus, tripartite administrative systems are helpful at advancing democratic goals when they are paired with active efforts at union organizing and a long-term strategy for achieving worker power and sectoral bargaining rights.68

In short, any system of labour law must keep as central goals both economic and political democracy. And, in fact, the research on when unions further such democracy tells us quite a bit about what that labour law should entail, at least at a high level of generality: It must facilitate strong trade unions that are independent from both government and business, that are themselves democratic, and that can exercise real power in the workplace, the economy, and the political sphere.

How can law advance internal union democracy? Some legal systems regulate the internal affairs of unions in great detail to ensure robust participation rights, majoritarian governance, and transparency. Yet critics worry this approach burdens associational autonomy and results in excessive state supervision. Arguably, the extent to which such regulation is defensible depends on the extent of privileges and powers granted to unions in a given legal system.69 Nevertheless, at a minimum, the law should prohibit corruption and discrimination and impose a duty of fair representation. The goal is to ensure that union members are not subject to an arbitrary authority but rather have the ability to participate in the governance of their organizations.70

In any event, internal union democracy is only one piece of the puzzle. To advance political and economic democracy, the law must also facilitate workers’
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ability to exercise collective power versus capital and to participate collectively in the political democracy. Here too, the precise shape of democracy-enhancing law reform will necessarily vary depending on the broader societal context. Moreover, additional research and experimentation are needed to better understand the relationship between specific legal reforms and the capacity and tendency of unions to advance democracy—as well as how to balance democratic goals with other goals of labour law.

Yet, it is clear, first, that the law must guarantee structures of democratic decisionmaking at the level of the workplace and the firm, for example through workplace collective bargaining, works councils, and democratization of corporate boards and ownership structures. Second, the law must enable sectoral bargaining that empowers unions to reduce economic inequality and exercise power over the economy. Third, it must facilitate broad, inclusive unions that cut across racial and ethnic divides and that include workers who have too often been excluded from labour law’s protections, like gig workers, domestic workers, and agricultural workers. Fourth, it must encourage and enable unions’ engagement in politics, creating mechanisms for workers and unions to engage in and legitimate democratic governance and to bargain for social welfare goods at the regional and national levels. Finally, the commitment to democracy cannot be a limited to formal procedures or mechanisms for ‘voice.’ Rather, the regime must protect workers’ ability to engage in collective action by striking and protesting not only against individual employers, but also on a sector-wide or multi-sector scale. The question arises whether the law should also protect political strikes—those in which workers seek to make a political point or to change governmental policies rather than to win a better labor contract. Many legal regimes prohibit or provide less protection for such strikes on the ground that they are not core to collective bargaining or they risk giving unions outsized power. Yet, the arguments for protection are strong: workers’ political aims and their economic aims are often inexorably connected, and in any event, such strikes an important form of democratic engagement and can be a critical tool for resisting authoritarianism.  

Several recent law reform proposals emanating from both academics and labour movement actors urge fundamental reform of labour law along some of these lines. Others expand the lens, proposing new legal regimes to facilitate collective organization among working-class people in other aspects of their lives as well, including as tenants, debtors, and benefit-recipients, or urging the reconsideration of such other fields of law as international finance, national security, and communications law under the ambit of democracy-enhancing labour law. Of course, no such fundamental reform is achievable in the short term. And law can only produce some measure of change; unions themselves must orient their
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work to building democracy at the level of the workplace, the economy, and the society. But real democracy—economic and political—must remain a lodestar for labour law.